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There is no consensus on the nature of animal intelligence despite a century of
research,thoughrecentworkon cognitivecapacities ofdolphins and great apes seems
to be on one righttrack.The most precise quantitative analyses have been of relative
brain size, or structuralencephalization, undertaken to find biological correlatesof
mind in animals. Encephalization and its evolution are remarkablyorderly,and if
the idea of intelligence were unknown it would have to be invented to explain
encephalization. The scientificquestion is: what behaviour or dimensionsofbehaviour
evolved when encephalization evolved? The answer: therelativelyunusual behaviours
thatrequireincreasedneuralinformationprocessingcapacity,beyond thatattributable
to differencesamong species in body size. In thisperspective,the differentbehaviours
that depend on augmented processing capacity in differentspecies are evidence of
differentintelligences(in the plural) that have evolved.
Structural encephalization is a morphological phenomenon, the enlargement of the brain
beyond thatexpectedfromtheenlargementofthebody. Since brain size is proportionalto neural
informationprocessingcapacity (between species; see below), the evolution of encephalization
was, essentially, the evolution of an increase in informationprocessing capacity. This is
obviously importantfor the evolution of animal intelligence,and it is one of the reasons for
the interestin encephalization.
Among vertebrate species, brain size is determined mainly by body size. The relation is
described as the brain-body allometricfunction,which has been estimatedfromthe regression
of log brain size against log body size in appropriate samples of species (Martin I983).
Encephalization is then the increase in brain size beyond that expected from the allometric
brain
brain-body relation.As a quantitative exercise,encephalization, or the increase in relative
size, is often determined by calculating the residual for a species relative to the allometric
regression;the residual is an 'encephalization quotient' (Jerison I985).
The importanceof relativebrain size, or encephalization, has been recognized since classical
times (seeJerison (I973, I982) forhistoricalreviews). In thisessay I followan outline implicit
in a seminal statementby Karl Lashley, in his presidentialaddress on the evolution of mind,
presentedbeforethe American Society of Naturalists. He stated the issues as follows.
The only neurological character for which a correlation with behavioral capacity is
supported by significantevidence is the total mass of tissue, or rather, the index of
cephalization... which seems to represent the amount of brain tissue in excess of that
required for transmittingimpulses to and from the integrativecentres. (Lashley 1949,
p. 33.)
I have a sentimentalreason fororganizing thisessay according to Lashley's outline, because
myfirstworkin thisarea was inspiredby thesewords. But I am also convinced thathis approach
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leads to fundamental insightsinto the nature of intelligence as a biological phenomenon.
'Behavioural capacity' is clearly the same as 'animal intelligence', the central issue in this
discussion. The index of cephalization is an encephalization quotient, which I will treat in a
qualitative, pictorialway, ratherthan withnumerical residuals. (To compute residualswe have
to make assumptionsthat unnecessarilycomplicate the analysis and are not really needed here
(see Jerison I985).) The idea of 'excess brain tissue' takes us to the meaning of absolute brain
size. This essay on intelligence,encephalization, and brain size may be thoughtof as a set of
variations on Lashley's theme. I will change only the order of the topics, firstdiscussing the
evolutionofencephalization and themeaning ofbrain size as backgroundforthelaterdiscussion
of animal intelligence.
Lashley began with the idea ofbehavioural capacity, or intelligence,as iftherewas consensus
about its meaning. In the search fora neurological correlate for this 'well-understood' trait,
he noted that at mid-centurythe only correlatethat had been discovered was encephalization,
but furtherresearch could presumably lead to the discovery of more and finercorrelates. I
propose that encephalization is, in fact, the fundamental trait and that it may be fruitlessto
seek finercorrelatesof intelligence.Finally, although thereis no real consensuson intelligence,
some unusual featuresof both human and animal intelligenceabout which we can agree may
be better understood if we assume that the biological foundations of intelligence are in
begin withtheneural correlate,and conclude by analysinganimal
encephalization. I, therefore,
intelligencein termsof encephalization.

1. STRUCTURAL

ENCEPHALIZATION

Brain and body masses are known for hundreds of species of vertebratesand provide the
fundamentaldata on structuralencephalization. Minimum convex polygonsdrawn to contain
the log data of each class provide the simplestand clearest picture of how the allometric and
encephalization factorsdeterminebrain size. Figure 1 summarizessuch data in the major living
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groups. This graph can be interpretedas a map of evolutionaryopportunitiesin brain-body
relations that have been realized in living species. It shows the regionsin 'brain-body space'
occupied by living species that are at various grades of encephalization and summarizes the
presentadaptive radiation ofvertebrates.When supplementedby fossildata the graph suggests
the constraintson the evolution of the brain-body systemthat limit the amount of brain that
can evolve in a species.
The arrangementof the polygonsjustifiesthe division of the vertebratesinto 'higher' and
'lower' groups with respectto encephalization. The angular orientationof the polygons,easily
imagined as dispersionsabout regressionlines, expressesthe allometricfactor,and the vertical
displacementof the higherfromthe lower setsof polygonsexpressesthe encephalization factor.
Were they added to figure 1, data on the classes Chondrichthyes and Agnatha, the
cartilaginous fishand jawless fish (see, forexample, Ebbesson & Northcutt 1976; Northcutt
I 98 I), would complete thispictureof the presentadaptive radiation ofvertebrateswith respect
to encephalization. The chondrichthian polygon lies between those for lower and higher
vertebratesand overlaps both. Some sting rays are at a mammalian or avian grade, and that
favourite 'primitive generalized vertebrate' of the comparative anatomy class, the dogfish
(Squalus), is more encephalized than any of the 'lower vertebrates',lyingnear the lower bound
of the highervertebratepolygons. Sharks are, thus,intermediaterather than lower or higher.
A chondrichthianpolygon was omitted fromthe graph fordidactic reasons, to maintain the
clarityof the distinctionof lower fromhighervertebrateswith respect to encephalization.
Data on living lampreys (Petromyzon)fall well below the 'lower' vertebrate polygon.
Interpretedas an evolutionaryrecord this could imply that the transitionfroman agnathan
to gnathostomegrade may have been the firstadvance in encephalization in vertebrates,since
the earliest fossilvertebratesof about 450 million years ago were agnathans, and the jawed
fishdid not appear until about 50 million years later. Living agnathans, which are parasitic,
are usually thoughtof as degenerate descendants of free-livingspecies, however, and it may
be that the ancestral agnathans were comparable to living fishin encephalization. The issue
is of the kind that can sometimesbe resolved by the fossilrecord.
Mappings such as thosein figure1 are theframeworkforinterpretingan extensivefossilrecord
on brain size, developed fromthe analysis of fossilendocranial casts (endocasts) forwhich the
cranial cavity is the mould. From studies on living species we know that in birds and almost
all mammals endocasts provide excellent picturesof the external surfacesof freshlydissected
brains. These are less adequate in lower vertebrates,but are oftengood enough to enable one
to estimatetotal brain size. Hundreds offossilvertebrateendocasts are available forstudy,and
togethertheyprovide a detailed record of the historyand evolution of the brain (Blumenberg
I983; Edinger 1975; Hopson I979; Jerison 1973; Radinsky I979). Although there is
occasionally some disagreementon method, it is relativelyeasy to estimate body size in fossil
species in which enough skeletalmaterial has been preserved.It is, therefore,possible to analyse
the evolution of encephalization in fossilspecies by determiningthe extentto which theirdata
fall into appropriate polygons of the type shown in figure1.
In general,thedifferentiation
betweenlowerand higherlivingvertebratesas shown in figure1
occurs in the same way in fossilspecies as in living species fromthe same groups. The most
importantadditional informationfromthe fossilsis that early species of birds and mammals
were at, or perhaps even slightlybelow the lower margins of the polygons for the living
populations, indicatingthatencephalization occurred but not to thesame extentas in ' average'
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living species. One fossilshark studied by R. Zangerl (personal communication), which lived
about 250 million years ago, was probably as encephalized as living dogfish,suggestingthat
the sharks were the firstvertebrate species to 'experiment' with encephalization as an
adaptation. Other 'experiments' with enlarged brains occurred in certain dinosaurs (Ornithomimidae; see Russell 1972), and some of the mammal-likereptiles(Therapsida) may also have
been encephalized beyond the presentreptiliangrade (Hopson i979; Kemp I979; cf.Quiroga
I980). The orientationof the polygons forlower and higher vertebrateswhen fossildata are
added is the same as in living species, and the vertical displacement is similar (Hopson I977,
conclusions,which can destroy
1979; Jerison 1973). Such analyses lead to some straightforward
old myths.For example, dinosaurs as a group were normal reptilesin relative brain size, and
a few were even as large-brained as some living birds. The dinosaurs did not become extinct
because of theirsmall brains.
The question of the differentiationbetween an agnathan and gnathostome grade raised
not resolvable by the fossilrecord. I reviewed that fossilevidence some
earlieris, unfortunately,
years ago Jerison 1973) and concluded that agnathan endocasts, though impressed as
beautifulpatternson the armoured fossilskulls (Stensio i963), were inadequate forjudgements
about brain size.
The orderlinessof the evolution of encephalization as indicated by the analysis of fossil
endocasts is impressive.I have discussed the issue in several reviewsas well as in my monograph
of a decade ago (Jerison 1973, I982, I985). With some exceptions,most other reviewers(see
Armstrong& Falk i982; Blumenberg i983; Hopson 1977, 1979; Passingham I982; Radinsky
1979; Tobias 1971) have also been impressedwith thisorderliness.The major conclusions are
the following.
(i) A basal lower vertebrate grade of encephalization evolved in the earliest bony fish,
amphibians and reptiles and has continued to the present as a steady-stateor equilibrium
maintained fora least 350 millionyears. Since about two-thirdsof livingvertebratespecies are
members of these three classes of vertebrates,this basal grade is the norm forvertebrates.
(ii) There are variations in encephalization within the lower vertebrategroups, the most
interesting being between herbivorous and carnivorous dinosaurs. The carnivores were
apparently significantlymore encephalized.
(iii) The earliest fossilbirds and mammals with known endocasts had evolved to a higher
grade, representingat least three or four times as much brain as in lower vertebratespecies
of comparable body size. This progressiveor 'anagenetic' evolution occurred at least 150
millionyearsago, and in thecase ofthe mammals may have begun with theirreptilianancestors
at least 50 million years earlier.
(iv) Within the mammals thereis a good fossilrecord of the brain, which is consistentwith
a picture of steady-statespunctuated by rapid evolution to higher grades. However, many
grades of encephalization are representedin living mammalian species, with some (opossum,
hedgehog) at the same grade as the earliest of the mammals.
(v) Two unusual conclusionsare evidentin the historyof encephalization in primates.First,
primates have always been a brainy order, perhaps doing with theirbrains what many other
species did by morphological specializations. Second, the evolution of encephalization in the
primates followed rather than preceded or even accompanied other adaptations by primates
to their niches. Washburn (1978) has pointed thisout as a featureof hominid evolution, but
it appears to have been true forprosimians and simians as well (Jerison 1979).
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(vi) The highest grade of encephalization is shared by humans and bottlenosed dolphins
The sapient grade was attained about 200000 years ago, but cetaceans may
(Tursiopstruncatus).
have reached theirhighestgrade 18 million years ago.
(vii) Encephalization in the hominidsis a phenomenon of the past threeto fivemillionyears,
and its rapidityappears to have been unique in vertebrateevolution.
(viii) These resultssuggesttwo complementaryconclusions.First,the long steady-statesthat
occurred in most groups indicate that,on the whole, encephalization was not a major element
in vertebrateevolution. A particular grade of encephalization tended to be maintained once
it was achieved. On the other hand, its appearance in many differentand distantlyrelated
groups is evidence of some Darwinian 'fitness' forencephalization.
2.

THE

MEANING

OF

BRAIN

SIZE

As a firstapproximation, gross brain size is a kind of statistical estimatorof total neural
informationprocessing capacity. The evidence is from the mammalian brain, in which the
necessaryquantitative analyses have been performed,but elementaryideas on how nerve cells
must be packed into brains suggest that the perspectiveis appropriate forall vertebrates.
Brain size estimatesthe processingcapacity of a brain because of the statisticalorderliness
ofthebrain's structure.Several aspects ofthatorderlinessin themammalian brain are especially
There is, first,a 'basic uniformityin the structureof the
relevant forinformation-processing.
neocortex' described by Rockel etal. (i 980), who showed that the various regionsof the cortex
in various mammals followa common structuralplan, with regional variations. Secondly, the
neocortexis organized into columnar modules,which extendthroughthefulldepth ofthe cortex
and are about 250 gm in diameter. Modules seem to be unitsofinformationprocessing(Eccles
1979; Mountcastle 1978; Szentagothai 1978), analogous to chips in computers. The number
of modules is proportional to the cortical surface area, and processing-capacity should,
therefore,be proportional to the total cortical surfacearea. For this reason a thirdfeatureof
the brain's orderlystructureis especially important,namely that at the between-specieslevel
the cortical surfacearea is determinedalmost entirelyby brain size. The correlation (log data)
is r = 0.995 (Jerison I983). The syllogismis now complete: informationprocessingcapacity
is determinedby cortical surfacearea (in mammals), and cortical surfacearea is determined
by brain size. Brain size, therefore,determines processing capacity. Since the analysis is
statistical,it is more appropriate to conclude thatbrain size 'estimates' ratherthan 'determines'
processingcapacity.
Derived fromevidence on mammals, these ideas may be extended to other vertebratesby
consideringthe packing of neurons and glial cells into brains. Despite the obvious oversimplification,it is appropriate to assume a general statisticalsimilarityamong brain cells, at least
to the extentofdefiningan average cell. With respectto packing, a large population of neurons
and glial cells may be treated as approximately the same as an equal number of average cells.
For the analysis of packing one can work with informationon the total volume of an average
neuron-glial unit and representit by itsequivalent sphere.The packing ofsuch sphericalmodel
cells into a brain would then be analogous to the packing of spheres in any container. (Such
a model is oddly appropriate. The mathematical solution of this packing problem is that up
to about three-quartersofthe space in a containercan be taken up by the spheres(Sloan 1984).
Evidence fromthe analysis of the volume of the extracellular space in the brain (Nicholson
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is consistentwith that percentage.) Within the mammals, neuron densityand the ratio
1979)
of neurons to glia are both related in an orderlyway to brain size, as would be expected from
thisgeometricalmodel (Jerison I985). There is no reason to assume major differencesforthose
relationsin othervertebrateclasses, and the analysis is, essentially,one of parsimony.How are
cells packed into their available spaces? Lacking contrary evidence, we should assume the
packing is efficient,and geometricallysimilar for all cells in all brains, at least to the extent
in differentbrains
to permitthe assumption that the numberof unitsofinformation-processing
is always related to the size of the brain. We may, therefore,treat the resultson mammals as
appropriate models forother vertebratebrains.
In the analysis of encephalization the total size of the brain is divided, statistically,into two
fractions,one related to body size and the remainder (residual) to 'encephalization'. The correlationofbrain size with processingcapacity refersto the entirebrain, however,and not solely
to a component related to encephalization. The allometric and encephalization components
are statisticalestimatorsofhow, notwhere,processingcapacity is divided. It would be impossible
to state,on the basis ofthe analysis presentedthusfar,whetherany particularbit ofbrain tissue
belongs to the allometric component or the encephalization component. It would be
inappropriate, certainly, to think of the allometric component as sensorimotor and the
to association systemsiftheseare consideredas localized
encephalization componentas referring
grosslyin differentparts of the brain. In accordance with recent analyses (Diamond 1979),
it is more appropriate to thinkof various blocks or columns of tissue as contributingto both
projection and association functions, and the biometric division into allometric and
encephalization factorsmight correspond, approximately, to a partitioningof the work of a
columnar modular unit into sensorimotorand association activities.
To explain encephalization it is sometimesassumed that it is the resultof reorganizationof
the mammalian brain that followedthe evolution and subsequent enlargementof the uniquely
mammalian cerebral cortexof the forebrain.This is at best an oversimplification.Many brain
structures,including the forebrain, became larger in mammalian encephalization. The
enlargementsare correlated, and an outstanding example is the cerebellum in mammals, the
size of which is closely related to the size of the forebrain.The evidence is in figure2.
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Figure 2 may be an example of what Mountcastle (1978) has described as the 'distributed'
networkin brain function,that many widelyseparated unitscontributeto the normal functions
of the brain. The cerebellum is involved in conditioning and learning (McCormick &
Thompson I984), for example, indicating that it may have important functionsin 'higher
mental processes' beyond its traditional role as a motor control system. In any case, the
enlargement of the cerebellum contributed significantlyto structural encephalization in
mammals. I summarized the resultsofmultivariateanalyses ofstructurescontributingto brain
functionand of the correlated evolution of these structuresin encephalization (Jerison 1973,
pp. 63-81), and later reviews are included in Armstrong& Falk (i982).
Up to this point the brain has been treated as ifit were similar in all species, and as if size
alone was importantin itsfunction.This is, ofcourse, another simplification,introducedpartly
because the concern here is mainly with effectsof size and also because the importance of the
size of biological systems,including the brain, is oftenunder-emphasized. Brains of different
species are organized differently,
just as the behaviours of differentspecies are different;the
the
structuralreorganization of
brain is consistentwith the reorganization of behaviour. For
example, the superior colliculi of the visual systemsof reptilesand birds and some fishare so
enlarged relative to the rest of the brain that they are called optic lobes,comparable in size
to lobes of the forebrain,and sometimeslarger than the entireforebrainin some species of fish
and reptiles. It is more or less true that the mass of neural systemsrelated to specialized
behaviours is proportional to the importance of the behaviour fora species (cf. the 'principle
of proper mass', in Jerison 1973).
Thinking statistically,we recognize gross brain size as a natural biological statistic,which
estimates many significantparameters. One of these is the surface area of the neocortex in
mammals, and another,at a differentlevel of analysis,is total informationprocessingcapacity
of a brain. As mightbe expected, brain size is a good estimatorof the sizes of most of the parts
of the brain, including cerebellum. Furthermore,differencesin organization that occur often
average out, in a sense, so that differentspecies may be equally encephalized but fordifferent
reasons. Relatively enlarged visual systemin a 'visual' species may be comparable in volume
to relativelyenlarged auditorysystemin another,'auditory', species, and the two species could
be equally encephalized despite theirdifferentspecializations.
Reorganization in the brain is the basic correlateofmost of the interestingvariations among
species in their behavioural adaptations, and the brain tissue related to these specializations
could contributeto both the allometric and encephalization factors.When the specialization
requires verylarge amounts of neural tissueit may be reflecteddirectlyin the encephalization
factor.It is likelythat encephalization in monkeysand apes, forexample, which is about twice
as great as in 'average' living mammals, resultsmainly fromthe enormous expansion of the
visual systemof the brain in higher primates. Equal amounts of encephalization could and
normallydo resultfromverydifferentpatternsof specialization. The extra processingcapacity
involved in encephalization may be allocated to very differentbehavioural adaptations.
We should consider now a more general question: why did encephalization evolve? It is,
afterall, an expensive adaptation for the economy of an organism, requiring metabolically
demanding neural tissueratherthan energetically'cheaper' bone, muscle or other tissuesthat
are required formany behavioural adaptations. The answer must be in the requirementfor
specialized neural control systems,and the question becomes: what kinds of neural control
systemsrequire very large amounts of tissue?
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The evidence on mammalian brains is that their enormous masses are involved mainly in
theworksofthe projectionsystems(Diamond I979; Merzenich & Kaas I980). The information
that theyprocess would be characterized as sensoryand motor. This suggeststhat the work of
the brain involves perceptual systems,which operate on sensoryand motor informationthat
is transmittedin the nervous system. The amount of informationis enormous, involving
thousands of millionsof changes of state every second, which must somehow be related to the
changing information received through sensory and motor surfaces about the external
environment,oftenby a moving animal. In reviewingthe problem (Jerison 1973) I thought
that Craik's (I943) discussion was helpful,that one could thinkof the work of the brain as
constructinga model of a possible world in which the changing patternof the detailed neural
informationthat is being processed findsits place in an understandable way. In modern terms
thiswould be described as a hierarchicallyorganized system,in which eventssuch as the activity
of single neurons, or even modular columns of neurons, are organized at lower levels of the
hierarchy,and the 'possible world' is representedat higher levels as part of a more complex
model. The complex model, in fact, is a real world of ordinary experience containing, for
example, 'objects' in 'space' and 'time'. Objects, space and time are chunks of information,
as it were, more useful than the elementarydata (Simon 1974).
Gross brain size may, thus, be thought of as having two kinds of meaning. First, it is the
morphological measure of neural information processing capacity, reflectingthe orderly
packing of processingunits within brains. Second, it is a quantity which, upon reaching some
particular size and handling some specifiableamount ofinformation,handles that information
by creating a representationof a possible world, withinwhich the patternsof neural activity
make sense. This second meaning is, in fact, nothing less than the creation of a reality,of a
real world withinwhich the eventsof a lifetimetake place. Familiar computeranalogies would
have 'pattern recognition' as part of that work, although it would be more accurate to call
it 'pattern construction'. The patternscreated by a brain would be much more interesting,
with many more dimensionsthan the visual and auditory patternscreated by computers.The
brain's patterns have emotional and motivational dimensions,anticipatorydimensions,and
even dreams and hallucinations. For our purpose, however, the point to emphasize is that it
is functionssuch as these that require the enormous amounts of tissue that are in the brain.

3.

INTELLIGENCE

Encephalization was discovered in the search forneurological correlatesof intelligence,and
is
it easier to analyse encephalization. It has an identifiableevolutionaryhistoryand unusual
but interestingfeaturesas a 'character' under natural selection. Animal intelligenceand the
problemsin its analysis may be much betterunderstoodifwe reversethe implicitcausal arrow
and thinkofit as the behavioural correlateofencephalization. The evidence ofencephalization
is so clear that were we ignorant of behaviours that might be correlated with it, or were we
lacking in intuitionsabout the behaviours, we would findit necessaryto invent a category of
behaviour related to encephalization.
Evolutionarytraitsare oftenanalysed fortheirphyletichistoriesto determine'cladistics' and
lineages. Although this can be done for encephalization in the hominid lineage, it is not an
easy exercise forother animal groups (cf. Radinsky I979). There is no featurein its definition
that would require a taxonomic label to help describe a grade of encephalization that is
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identified in a species. Deer and wolves are equally encephalized, for example; they are
average mammals joined by lemurs among the primates and even by crows. Encephalization
is a measure of capacity, independent of the way the capacity is used, and it may be treated
as a traitfor'anagenetic' rather than 'cladistic' analysis (Gould 1976). Deer and wolves and
lemurs and crows are more or less equal on thisquantitative trait.
This provides the firstinsight about animal intelligence. When distantly related animal
species are comparable in excess neural informationprocessingcapacity, that is, in encephalization, we should identifythe species as comparable in intelligence.Yet the near equality in
encephalization may be based on radically differentadaptations. Some species of deer and
wolves (to retain that example, useful in many contexts in this discussion) live in ecological
balance, as preyand predatorspecies (Mech 1970), and the factofthe balance, which depends
on appropriate behavioural adaptations, suggeststhat they should be equated behaviourally
despite the differentrepertoiresof the species. In that sense their approximate equality in
encephalization reflectstheir behavioural grades and is usefulas part of the characterization
of each species.
The insight is that comparable amountsof intelligence in differentspecies may not (and
normally would not) reflectcomparable kindsof intelligence.Many and various intelligences
(in the plural) must have evolved in conjunction with evolving environmentsand with brains
and behaviours adapted to those environments.
That intelligenceswould be ofvarious kindsis almost an axiom ofevolutionaryanalysis,since
adaptations evolve in the contextsof the environmentsin which theyare effective,and species
never occupy identical niches. The evolution of neural and sensorimotoradaptations provides
many fineexamples of uniqueness ofspecies. The visual systemsofdeer and wolf,forexample,
may be similarin many ways, forexample, in the structureofthe sensorycells, neural networks
of the retina,and the central nervous pathways and centres (cf. Merzenich & Kaas I980). Yet
these systemsare significantlydifferent:the deer, like most ungulate 'prey' species, probably
has panoramic visionwhereas thewolf'svisual fieldis more nearlylike the primate'sproscenium
stage (cf. Marler & Hamilton i 966). The visual system encumbers significantamounts of
nervous tissues and, thus, contributes to brain size and measured encephalization. Neural
machineryassociated with thesensorysystemsand motorcontrolsystemsas a group determines
a large fractionof the mass of the whole brain. Equality of encephalization of deer and wolf,
thus, implies that the neural control systemsforthe specialized adaptations, though different
in the two species, sum to approximately equal amounts relative to body size.
Laboratory scientistsshould anticipate difficultieswhen attemptingto compare species in
intelligence,because it may be impossible,even in principle,to equate the environmentsused
in testingdifferent
species.Behavioursand theircontrolsystemsevolved in specificenvironmental
contexts,as adaptations to specialized environments. The differencebetween 'intelligent' and
' unintelligent'behavioural adaptations is in the amount of neural tissue that theyencumber,
according to the presentperspective,which may be uncorrelatedwith measurable differences
in overt behaviour. Intelligence as a correlate of encephalization would be manifested in
experience,ratherthan behaviour, in the realitiescreated in the brain ofa species,and although
thisview has its charms it obviously adds significantlyto the difficulties
of a scientificanalysis
requiring objective tests.
The firstinferencewas, thus, that a varietyof intelligencesmay be representedat a single
grade of encephalization. A second inferencefrom treating intelligence as the behavioural
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counterpartof encephalization is about the class of behaviours that is likelyto be involved in
the evolution of intelligence.Ever since Darwin and Romanes it has been normal to assume
that 'brainy' behaviours involve the ability to profitfromexperience, the ability to learn. An
enormous literaturenow indicates that animals of many differentspecies can usually learn a
particular task, and apparent differencesamong species in learning ability are determinedas
much by the skill of the animal traineras by anythingelse. Operant conditioningprocedures
have been remarkablysuccessfulin traininganimals to act as if theirperformancewas based
on 'higher mental processes', even when it was demonstrablybased on associative learning.
The evidence is on the learningabilitiesofpigeons and otherunencephalized species. Macphail
Warren (I977)
and many othershave reviewed the sorryrecordofresearchcorrelating
(I982),
learning ability with 'phylogenetic level of advancement'. There is at best equivocal evidence
of an orderlyprogressionin the capacities of differentspecies forconditioningand associative
learningthatcorrespondswiththeirdegreesofencephalization (BittermanI 975; Riddell I 979).
More significantly,it is not clear that any of the simplercategories of learning are dependent
on large amounts of nervous system,and the evolution of learning ability is not implicitin the
evolution of encephalization.
There is empirical evidence fora relation between the grade of encephalization and what
an animal appears to know when it copes with a task. This at least seems to be the case for
learning sets performancein primates (Passingham I982) and for Piagetian 'conservation of
mass' as demonstratedin a chimpanzee (Premack & WoodruffI 978). Such resultsare entirely
consistentwith the view presentedearlier about the kinds of brain functionsthat require very
large amounts of brain tissue for their control. As pointed out in the previous section, the
enlargement of vertebrate brains, especially the very great enlargement of the mammalian
brain, can be related to the evolution of extensivesensorimotor'projection' systemsforall of
the sensorymodalities and for motor feedback. And the enlargementis involved not merely
in the use ofsensorimotorinformationbut in the constructionofrepresentationsof realityfrom
neural data. The 'intelligence' that corresponds to higher grades of encephalization is one
involvinga knowledge of reality,or, in termsof the earlier discussion,the quality of the reality
created by the brain to account forthe informationthat is received.
I should, perhaps, make the point that the view ofa brain as creatingrealityis not solipsistic.
It does not deny an external reality. The fact of an external realityexplains the uniformities
in social behaviour and shared experiences. There are fundamental similaritiesamong the
operationsofdifferentnervoussystems,and thereare constanciesin the environmentsto which
nervoussystemsare exposed. The realitiescreated by brains reflecttheseconstraints.They are
not chaotic but mustbe similarfordifferent
species and verysimilarforindividuals of the same
species. Your realityand mine are similar enough to leave little doubt that we share a view
of a real external world that remains constant as we live our lives. Our perceptions and
experiencesare referredto that reality,and it is only in our more metaphysical momentsthat
we question it.
Grades of encephalization presumably correspond to grades of complexityof information
processing. These, in turn, correspond in some way to the complexityof the reality created
by the brain, which may be another way to describe intelligence.There are problems here in
taking evidence of the presence of unusual kinds of informationprocessing as implying that
the processingis difficultand can only be accomplished with verylarge amounts of brain tissue
and the conclusion that this must be an example of complex processing. The issue arises in
analysing exotic adaptations, of which echo-location is a good example.
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Echo-location and sound-rangingin insect-eatingbats and in toothedwhales are adaptations
forhandling spatial information,which depend on the activityof an auditory-vocal system.
The adaptation clearly requires a fairinvestmentof neural machinery.Although much of the
bat's brain is devoted to thisclass of information,the whale's investmentmust exceed the bat's
by an enormous amount. It is sometimessuggested that the size of the brain in large whales,
which is several timesthe size of the human brain, is a resultof the processingcapacity required
forthisexotic adaptation forhandling information.But ifit were merelya problem ofhandling
information,whales could do thejob with a much smaller investmentin nervous tissue; they
would need no more than the amount of tissue in a bat's brain. There must be more than
echo-location that explains encephalization in whales, in which dolphins and killerwhales are
at approximatelythehuman grade. We mustinferthat the realitycreated fromthisinformation
in the whale is more elaborate, more complex, and at least very differentfromthat produced
by the bat's brain, that the realitiesof these species differradically.
To extend the analogies we can compare human language as a sensory-vocal adaptation
with sensory-vocal adaptations in other primates, indeed in other mammals. Specialized
processingof auditoryinformationand ofvocalization is reasonably similarin different
species,
including the human species. The importantdifferenceis obviouslyin the way the information
contributesto the realitiesthat we construct.Our linguisticworld is a unique reality-creating
world, which is dramatically demonstratedby the factsof literacy: reading can enable one to
enter a fictionalworld and live in it. We create worlds with language. The acoustic storyof
fromthe acoustic storyofvocalization and hearing
language is limitedand is not much different
in other species, but the cognitivestoryis another matter.
This leads to a final inferencefrom encephalization as defining animal intelligence, an
extensionof the proposition that enlarged brains are enlarged because of theiractivityin the
sensory-motorand perceptual domains ofanalysis. The inferencemightbe stated more clearly
by calling this domain by a better name, the cognitive domain. The idea is inherentin the
hierarchicalorganization oflarge informationhandling systems,including large brains. In this

Craik's(1943)
view,following

as wellas Simon's(1974),
perspective

thereis a majorproblem

of organizing the information.The solution is by chunking,nestingsubroutineswithin larger
subroutines.The place of representationof the externalworld, the creation of a reality,in this
scheme is as a method to make sense of an otherwiseimpossible amount of information.In
ordinaryexperience some of this creation is consciousnessor awareness of the external world,
which we recognizeas a simplificationwhen we examine any part ofthatworld carefully.There
is always more detail revealed in careful examination and our knowledge expands as the
examination continues. The elements of the world are the 'chunks' and they may have
the formof objects, or of dimensions,or of any categorywithinwhich experience is organized.
The model of realityis made simple or elaborate, depending on the observer's requirements
and those imposed by the informationthat is being handled.
This leads to the expectation that very encephalized animals may be somethinglike us in
having unusual adaptations forhandling or constructingrealities.Perhaps language is the most
complex of human adaptations, and some of the unusual featuresof language as a medium
of communication are clearly related to its role in the creation of a reality. In the following
discussionlet us keep in mind that the idea of creating realityis a dramatic way of describing
the 'knowing' of reality,or cognition,and that this is a statementabout neural activityat a
high level of hierarchical organization. Although theoretical,based on word games, this is a
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biologicalrather than philosophical, psychological, or linguisticapproach to language. Let us
also note that the analysisofbrain size indicates thatit is onlysystemsthat ultimatelycontribute
to cognitivefunctions,the knowing of reality,that account forverylarge amounts of nervous
system,and that the very extensiverepresentationof language in the brain argues forits role
as a cognitivesystem.
The understandingoflanguage in thisbiological perspectivemay be different
fromthe usual
understanding.Language is usually equated with communication, and discussionsof animal
communication and animal language are treatedas equivalent. This may be a serious mistake
that can lead to great confusionin the understandingof both language and communication.
Here is my analysis.
Human language as a cognitive adaptation contributesto the realityconstructedby each
individual. In this respect it is like vision or olfactionor other senses. But language is also a
major adaptation forcommunication.The implicationis thatwe communicate by sharingparts
of our real worlds, sharing consciousness with one another, because we share part of the
informationthat we use in constructingour realities.We can verifythis by the oftenrepeated
'experiment' in which we have all participated and which I described earlier. When we read
and become engrossedin a realisticnovel, we experiencethe realitiesofthe charactersas vividly
as ifwe were living theirlives. This verifiesthe fact that when we communicate with language
we share experiences,and this is an unusual way foranimals to communicate.
It is as ifwe could communicate by having otherssee what we see and hear what we hear.
The role oflanguage in communicationis veryclose to fictionalaccounts of communication by
extrasensorymeans and may explain the attractivenessof ideas of such psychicpowers. These
imagined powers are not far removed fromwhat we do in everydaylifewhen we use ordinary
language. But the penalty forour exotic method of communication is uncertaintyabout the
information,misunderstandingand false understanding.
Normal animal communication,we have learned fromthe ethologists,is direct and certain.
It is with commands that are usually obeyed: signstimuliand releasersand fixedactionpatterns.
We can use elementsof human language to train other animals, and thereis some suggestion
that when this has been done with great apes and with dolphins, cognitive activitybecomes
involved in the communication (Premack & Woodruff I978; Herman i980; Herman et al.
But there is as yet no evidence that the communication is in any sense like human
I984).
communication with shared consciousness.Rather the homologue foranimal communication
in the human species may be the importantcommunication with 'natural' gestures,such as
unrehearsed facial expressions,which might be described as communicatingdirectlywithout
the interventionof consciousnessor a sense of identification.It is also sometimesdescribed as
limbic language (Myers I976), and it has some of the characteristicsof animal communication
in its universalityand lack of ambiguity.
I have triedin theseremarksto suggestthe nature of the evolutionofintelligenceas an aspect
of the evolution of encephalization. This has led to a definitionof intelligenceas processing
capacity beyond that required forroutinebodily functions.It led also to the assertionthat the
'excess' capacity (in Lashley's words) is used primarilyfor the constructionof reality: the
representationof a world that is the realityof each species. In my final example I indicated
that human realityis deeply associated with human language. It is reasonable to extend this
implication to the specialized correlatesofencephalization in otherspecies, and to suggestthat
theiradaptations may be as unusual as language. The correctview is surelythatin the evolution
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of excess processing capacity, that is, in the evolution of encephalization, a variety of
intelligencesevolved. Human intelligence,deeply associated with human language, is one kind
of intelligence.The evolutionarymessage about intelligence,like the message about so many
other dimensionsin biology, is a message about pluralism and diversity,about the varietyof
intelligencesin the biological world.
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Discussion
U.K.). If, as you suggest,the encephalization
of Cambridge,
H. B. BARLOW, F.R.S. (University
index is related to informationprocessingcapacity or intelligence,then the followingcurious
paradox arises. In a heavy brain weighing hundreds of grams a high index mightcorrespond
to the addition of many grams of brain tissue,and a correspondinglylarge number of brain
cells, whereas in a light brain of, say, 10 g the same increase of the index would correspond
to the addition of a comparatively small number of cells. Why does the heavy brain require
many times as many extra cells as the light brain to conferthe same increase in intelligence?
H. J.JERISON. The question is fundamental.To answer we must review the units to be used in
assessing neural informationprocessing and how these would measure encephalization. The
implicitpremisein the question is that the unit is the nerve cell. In that case, encephalization
could be measured by the numberof' extra neurons' afteraccounting forthe numberofneurons
encumbered by routine body functions.A large animal species requires a larger brain than a
small animal species forhandling routine body functions(much as it requires a larger heart
or liver), but when the larger-bodied species is encephalized to the same extent as the smaller
one, it should have the same number of 'extra neurons' as the smaller species. The fractional
enlargement of the brain due to encephalization (beyond the 'allometric enlargement
associated with body size) would have to be greaterin the largerspecies because thereare fewer
neurons per unit volume in larger than in smaller brains. The nonparadoxical answer is, thus,
that the increase in brain size related to intelligencecould be based on the same number of
nerve cells in large and small brained species, and that size differencesdespite equal
encephalization in large and small brains are due to the way nerve cells are packed in brains
(forquantitative examples, see Jerison I963).
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An alternative processing 'unit' might be a brain map of a peripheral sensory or motor
surface.Equally encephalized species should thenhave comparably extensivemappings in their
brains, but to maintain constant ratios of central brain cells to peripheral body cells the brain
maps in larger species would have to contain more neurons. (This is one explanation for
brain-body allometry.) Advances to highergrades of encephalization would be by increasing
the number or complexityof the maps. Such incrementswould require multiplicationrather
than addition of cells, and moreneurons forequal encephalization in larger relative to smaller
brains. Both an additive 'extra neurons' factorand a multiplicativemapping factorhave to
be considered in a complete analysis of encephalization (see Jerison 1977).
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